Worksheet: Letters of the Alphabet

A
Tap thumb with pointer finger.

B
Make circles with pointer fingers and thumb. Join hands at finger tips.

C
Form a curve from fist with pointer finger and thumb. Little finger should face out.

D
Extend thumb sideways and curved pointer finger upwards from fists. Rest thumb on the thumb of your other hand, which is in fist, with pointer finger pointing up. Touch fingertips of pointers together.

E
With pointer finger extended from fist, touch the middle finger of the other (spread) hand.

F
With pointer and middle fingers touching and extended from fists on both hands, tap fingers of one hand onto the top of the other fingers.

G
Place fists one above the other, touching.

H
Slide the palm and fingers of one flat hand along the other flat hand.

I
With pointer finger extended from fist, touch the middle finger of the other (spread) hand.
Worksheet: Letters of the Alphabet

**J**
With pointer finger extended from fist, draw a J on the other palm.

**K**
With pointer finger extended from fist in a curve, tap knuckle against other extended pointer finger.

**L**
With pointer finger extended from fist, place finger on palm of other hand.

**M**
With pointer, middle and ring fingers extended from fist, place on palm of other hand.

**N**
With pointer and middle fingers extended from fist, place on palm of other hand.

**O**
With pointer finger extended from fist, form a circle at the fingertip with pointer finger and thumb of other hand.

**P**
With pointer finger extended from fist, form a circle at the fingertip with pointer finger and thumb of other hand.

**Q**
Form a circle with pointer finger and thumb. Place extended pointer finger of other hand through circle, resting on thumb.

**R**
With pointer finger extended from fist, for a R shape on other palm.

**S**
With little fingers extended from fists, hook little fingers together.
Worksheet: Letters of the Alphabet

T

Holding one hand flat, horizontal with palm forward; tap the pointer finger of your other hand on palm, near wrist on the blade (little finger) side.

U

With pointer finger extended from fist, touch the little finger of the other (spread) hand.

V

Form a V with pointer and middle fingers and place on other palm.

W

Thread extended fingers between each other.

X

Cross extended pointer fingers.

Y

Extend pointer finger and thumb from fist, well apart and pointing upwards (palm facing forward). Place extended pointer finger tip from other, palm forward fist into the well between thumb and pointer finger.

Z

Place fingertips of bent hand to the palm of other hand. (may move bent hand forward slightly).